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Designated Manager ■  Tokyo Metropolitan Park Association
●Location                      Sakuragaoka 2/ 3-chome, Higashi-Yamato City
●Contact Information     Higashiyamato-Minami Park Administration Office tel: 042-562-1498 (2-106-2 Sakuragaoka, Higashi-Yamato-shi 207-0022)

●Transport                    5-minute walk from Tamagawa-Josui (Seibu-Haijima line, Tama monorail).
                  8-minute walk from Tamagawa-Josui bus stop on Tachikawa Bus for Murayama-danchi,
                  5-minute walk from Nangai bus stop on Seibu Bus for Nangai from Tachikawa (JR Chuo line). Free parking available.

   This park was developed from part of the former US military Yamato 
Base. IInside the park is the substation for the former Hitachi Aircraft 
Tachikawa, a Higashiyamato City cultural asset where you can also 
enjoy seasonal flowers in the Peace Square. You can obserb seasonal 
flowers in Heiwa Hiroba. And you can enjoy contact with nature all 
seasons.

Exercise facilities
   In addition to a fee-based tennis court and baseball field, There are 
fee-based tennis courts and baseball field, multipurpose exercise field 
to be usable in gate ball, running and so on. The Higashiyamato city 
gymnasium and swimming pool are also in the park. 

Higashiyamato-Minami Park
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  This bui ld ing in the park is  a 
historical war-damaged building 
(powerplant for the former Hitachi 
Aircraft Tachikawa Plant), designated 
a Higashiyamato City cultural asset. 
The numerous holes in the walls are 
from machinegun strafing by fighters 
and bombing during World War II.

Tree groves
   Many plants such as Quercus acutissima and Quercus serrata are 
planted in this area. The new greenery of spring and colored leaves of 
autumn are particularly beautiful, and lots of acorns can be found 
around them. 

Opened / June 1, 1986      Area / 98,719.71 m2 (some areas are state-owned property provided under gratuitous loan)
Main plants / Storax , sawtooth oak , konara oak , cherry (someiyoshino, weeping cherry) , quadricolor hydrangea
Facilities / Tennis courts , baseball field , exercise field ,stream , gateball court , Swimming Pool (administered by Higashiyamato City/ tel: 
042-565-0061 during season), gymnasium (administered by Higashiyamato City/ tel: 042-566-3531)

Tulips and former substation
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